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Introduction 
 

This paper examines the origin of disputes between two neighboring ethnic groups in Nigeria; 

the Tiv of Benue State and the Udam of Cross River State and the nexus of these disputes to the 

establishment of the markets found in their respective geographical areas, the Tsar Market (for 

the Tiv) and the Obudu Market (for the Udam).The paper also examines the rationale for 

disputes that arise over the location of market places that are placed within the same 

geographical environment. The paper discusses the ambiguities that led to the establishment of 

the two markets, stressing why the Tsar market was first established and latter closed down 

before being re-established to counter the activities of the Obudu market, which was established 

during its closure. The paper establishes a nexus between the citing of the two markets and the 

sporadic hostilities that exist between the two ethnic groups that owe the markets, using the 20th 

Century as the study period. In addition, other factors are also identified as crucial underpins to 

the conflicts. The peculiarity of the conflict lies in the fact that   unlike most of the ethnic 

conflicts in Nigeria that have political undertones, the Tiv Udam conflicts are not politically 

motivated. The belligerents do not fight for political appointments; neither do they support 

candidates during elections or fight for the creation of new political enclaves or use political 

thugs. Another notable feature is that ethnic conflicts in Nigeria  are usually organized on a large 

scale necessitating the intervention of the states involved or federal government, the Tiv- Udam 
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conflicts though persistent and devastating have never escalated to uncontrollable dimensions.                          

             The Udam as referred to by their southern Tiv neighbours belong to the Bekweri ethnic 

group, who  occupy the upper Cross River State in Obudu Local Government Area, while  their 

Tiv neighbors live mainly in Vandeikya Local Government Area  of Benue State.1 The conflicts 

between these two ethnic groups have taken place for many decades. Those who argue that the 

main reason for the conflicts between these two neighbouring ethnic groups is the contention 

over the location of the two markets found in their respective areas, point to the fact that the Tsar 

market was established as a result of protest over the existence of the Obudu market.2 Situated in 

Udam territory in Cross River State is the Obudu market, while the Tsar market is in Vandeikya 

Local Government Area of Benue State. The two markets that are separated, by a distance of 

about only two kilometers have a long standing history. Incidentally the Tsar and Obudu markets 

take place on the same day, on a five day rotational period. In Nigeria generally, village markets 

located near each other do not hold on the same day.  The establishment of the two markets 

pitched the two ethnic groups against each other.  

              The paper is divided into five parts. After the introduction is the conceptual framework, 

followed by the causes of the conflicts and their implications, before the concluding remarks. 

This research is carried out using primary and secondary sources.  

  

Markets and Conflicts  

             Markets are generally established for the exchange or sale of goods between different 

communities since no community is self-sufficient. A market consists of people playing two 

major roles, buying and selling and is one of many varieties of systems, institutions, procedures, 

social relations and infrastructures  whereby parties engage in exchange.3 Most markets rely on 

sellers offering their goods or services, which may include labour in exchange for money from 
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buyers. Markets therefore are a process by which the prices of goods and services are established 

by one party for the other party to purchase. For a market to be competitive there must be more 

than a single buyer or seller. For a market to effectively exist, there must be at least more than 

two people involved, but when it is only two people, they are said to be trading.4 The market 

facilitates trade and enables the distribution and allocation of resources in a society. Markets 

allow any tradable item to be evaluated and priced. However, competitive markets rely on much 

larger numbers of both buyers and sellers. A market with single seller and multiple buyers is a 

monopoly while a market with a single buyer and multiple sellers is a monopsony.5 Markets vary 

in form, scale, location, types of participants as well as the types of goods and services trade.     

               Economists use the term to refer to a collection of buyers and sellers, who transact in a 

particular product class such as clothing market, electronic market, cattle market, etc. Markets 

take place when people of different environments come together for the exchange of goods or 

services for money. This is normally the case when people of different environments produce 

goods which are normally not found in other areas. For instance people of a riverine area 

normally fish producers, could need the yam tubers of the people of the hinterland hence, the 

need to meet during the market days, were there goods are sold, while others bought. According 

to  Falola:  

a market in the West African sense is a demarcated site were 

traders and consumers met to exchange products. Transactions 

could however be made in places which were not strictly 

speaking markets. For instance there were road side markets 

where goods were spread on the ground. Food sellers also had 

their different stalls located in different places while hawking 

was done by children and women who carried and advertised the 

goods about.6  

   
 A market being a place where economic activities like buying and selling take place, could exist 
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in form of a periodic market as in the rural areas, or a daily market as found in the urban areas. 

Most rural markets have a five days rotational circle. A market consists of buyers and sellers of a 

product. Nwokoya asserts that, ‘a market for a product or service consists of individuals or 

organizations that have purchasing power and that are current or potential buyers of the product 

or services.’7 Markets are also places where people met to satisfy their economic yearnings. 

Markets could also be defined as an ‘institution for the exchange of goods and services.’8A 

market then is a place where people meet to sell and buy goods. Economic desires therefore 

underpin the existence of markets. The process that is usually associated towards the 

actualization of the economic desires and yearnings is called marketing. Kempner asserts that:  

 marketing is the process in the society by which the 

demand for goods and services is anticipated or enlarged 

and satisfied through the conception, physical distribution 

and exchange of goods and services.9  

   

  

Marketing takes place because no society is self sufficient.  Society A might produce goods or be 

in possession of goods naturally endowed to them which society B does not have, hence the need 

for exchange. All exchanges have economic undertones, though not all exchanges are marketing 

exchanges. For example there are non marketing institutions such as churches, welfare, cultural 

exchanges, church organized harvest ceremonies, though for income generation involving 

exchange of sources but these are not marketing exchanges.10 Nwokoye maintains that marketing 

embraces the activities we engage in to satisfy economic needs and wants. The concept of 

marketing came into being because no household or ethnic group was capable of being 

economically self sufficient for long, hence the specialization in production and the exchange of 

items produced with items needed.11 This is case with the Tsar and Obudu markets where the 
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Udam are known to be palm wine producers which Tiv need while the Tiv on the other hand 

produced nyata, a kind of bitter pepper eaten with coconuts during palm wine drinking.      The 

concept of marketing is different from the concept of selling:  

   

   

selling is concerned mainly with plans and tactics of trying 

to set the customer to exchange his often hard  earned 

money for the seller’s goods and services. It is 

preoccupied not with the customer’s interest but with the 

sellers need to convert his goods and services into cash 

and profits for himself.12  

   

Generally human activity is geared towards producing goods and services that can be viewed as 

been capable of satisfying other people’s needs or wants. The fact that people have needs and 

wants, and despite the fact that there seems to be sufficient products or services, these are still 

inadequate to satisfy human desires.  Iyanda maintains that: 

 marketing is getting the right goods in the right quantities and 

qualities to the right people in the right places at the right time 

and at prices which the consumers are able and willing to pay and 

which will yield profit to the sellers.13  

  

               According to conflict theorists, conflicts whether political, communal, ethnic or 

religious are often influenced or motivated by disparity rather than similarity among the people 

especially unequal ones.14 Karl Marx maintains in his Communist Manifesto that the history of 

all existing society is the history of class struggle. This implies that in all societies, whether 

bourgeois, feudal, agrarian or capitalist societies, conflict is consistent because of class 

differences.Generally, African conflicts may have ‘domestic’ rather than international 

dimensions. This observation is due to the circumstances surrounding the creation of post-

colonial African states themselves ,since these  states in the region were either 'cobbled together' 
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or created by colonial overlords  with 'divide  and rule' policies firmly in mind.15  

              Conflicts occur where there is a disagreement, contention or state of antagonism 

between two or more parties or groups. Conflicts occur when two or more people or groups have, 

or think they have, incompatible goals. This could be as a result of the failure by the contending 

parties to reach a compromise on issues of common interest. When people think of the word 

conflict, they often think of wars or violence, but this is not always the case, because it is not at 

all times that conflict manifests in violent activities or destructive potentials .In some cases, it 

can be positive or negative with the opportunity for changes and transformation which can either 

lead to success or failure. 

                 According to the Chinese, conflict is an opportunity to change and if managed 

constructively can bring positive change, development, understanding, friendship, progress, 

peace communication and love.16  Conflict is sometimes necessary to bring justice where 

injustice exists, and can provide the opportunity for new social and political systems to be 

established and can help shape the future. However, when conflict becomes violent it usually 

does more harm than good and  it is often difficult to see the opportunities for a better future due 

to the widespread destruction that usually follows and the breakdown of trust and the suffering 

caused through bereavement, trauma, grief and anger.  Issues of disagreement in  large-scale and 

community conflicts include territory, language, religion, natural resources, ethnicity or race, 

migration and political power.17  While a conflict starts because of an issue of disagreement, 

there are usually background influences that fuel the conflict, which may include power, culture, 

identity and rights. When differences develop into tensions there are unlikely to be any shortcuts 

to an agreement. Once the crisis point is reached, there are no quick solutions. Conflicts evolve 

from variations in interests, values, ideas, ideologies, orientations, perceptions and tendencies 
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and are part and parcel of social existence and progress.18 Therefore, it is not only the destructive 

nature of conflicts that counts, but whether groups involved in conflicts can maintain a healthy 

relationship after the conflicts. Conflict thus serves as a medium for creating integration between 

groups. It can lead to group cohesion and social understandings if well managed.  On daily basis, 

there is always the attempt by one group or other to dominate or antagonize the other. One of the 

most celebrated definitions of conflict by Coser contends:  

 

The struggle over values or claims to status, power and scarce 

resources in which the aims of the conflicting parties are not only to 

gain the desired values, but also to neutralize, injure or eliminate their 

rivals19  

   

Conflict is thus a way of settling problems between opposing parties as the belligerents in 

contending situations are sometimes forced to compromise for the well being of the society. 

Conflicts can occur in competitive situations between groups, as well as in situations of 

cooperation.  

 Causes of Tiv-Udam Conflicts  

            A major factor propelling hostilities between the two ethnic groups was the establishment 

of the two markets. By the start of the 20th century, Tsar market in Mbaduku area was largest 

market in Tivland. It was the commercial backbone of the area and was attended by the Udam 

from Obudu and the Tiv from Mbaduku. This was followed by the establishment of the Obudu 

market by a group of Hausas to serve the needs of the early colonial administration. The Hausa 

man called upon to establish the Obudu market was a hunter who came from Takum at the 

invitation of the administration to establish a Hausa settlement and the market.20 There were now 

two markets within the same environment separated by a distance of about two kilometers. The 

Obudu market which was larger and supported by the colonial administration met on daily basis 
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while the Tsar market which was smaller met on a five day interval. On the Obudu market 

Bohannan maintains:  

This expansion of the European centered market undoubtedly 

had repercussions in the indigenous market systems; the 

presence of a large market in Obudu, linked directly to 

sources of trade goods, undoubtedly affected Tsar Market 

adversely.21  

         

 In 1912, there was a fee for all fight in the Tsar market between the Tiv and the Udam over a 

minor dispute involving the sale of pepper. Following this fight, the colonial administration 

decided to send administrative officers from Obudu led by the Hausa head man, Adamu and one 

Audu to investigate, quell the situation and take appropriate measures to establish peace between 

the two ethnic groups. The team after an enquiry decided that the closure of the market was the 

best way to bring about lasting peace.22 The closure of Tsar market left the Obudu market at a 

vantage position, as all commercial transactions now took place at Obudu market. Obudu market 

now met on a five day rotational circle although some goods were also displayed and sold on non 

market days.   

              After the closure of Tsar market, the Obudu market continued to be the only 

cosmopolitan market for the needs of all. However as a result of population explosion 

necessitated by a large return of ex-service men to Obudu and Tivland from the first world war, 

the old Hausa settlement and market at Obudu was gradually abandoned, and many people began 

to see the necessity of reopening the Tsar market. There was also the persistent disagreement 

between the Hausa settlers and their hosts, the Udam that favoured the reopening of the Tsar 

Market. The aggrieved Hausas were made to pay more rents on market portions which they 

displayed their goods on market days and in addition complained that they were also loosing the 

economic grip of the Obudu market. Consequently, the aggrieved members approached the Tiv 
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elders in Mbaduku and proposed to reopen the Tsar market. This was done and the Tsar market 

was consequently reopened. The Tsar market after the reopening was associated with the whole 

of Tivland not only Mbaduku but the Udam and the Igbo people who came from long distances 

to buy food stuff from Tsar market. The seating arrangement in Tsar market was symbolic. This 

was because the sellers of different items such as meat, kolanuts, pepper, cloths and livestock sat 

in groups. The Udam men and women also sat separately in the extreme southern point of the 

market towards Obudu. This was important because they could easily escape in case there was an 

outbreak of   fights that occasionally took place in these markets. As a result of frequent clashes, 

the Tsar and Obudu markets began to be held on the same day. This meant the Udam and the Tiv 

did not or seldom attended each other’s markets.                 

                 Apart from the establishment of the Tsar and Obudu markets which flared up conflicts 

among the two ethnic groups, the hostilities could also be traced to the advent of colonialism 

with its policies of divide and rule. During the early period of colonial intrusion into Nigeria, one 

major source of conflicts between ethnic groups was the issue of trade with the colonialists. That 

was a key reason for the establishment of the Obudu market by Hausa traders for the colonial 

administration.23It was the desire of the colonialists to fully utilize their policy of economic 

exploitation, weaken opposition and thus strengthen their policy of divide and rule, which was 

also for their administrative convenience. This they did by their creation of artificial boundaries 

which divided hitherto existing homogenous groups.ref. The British demarcated Udam territory 

from Tiv by creating a Munshi Wall and Munshi Forest reserves to check Tiv penetration into 

Udam territory. 24  This  boundary that separated the Udam from  the Tiv  was respected by both 

sides. Those who trespassed illegally into Udam territory were held, while the Udam who 

trespassed into Tiv territory were also held. In a letter from the senior Resident Munshi province 
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in 1926 to the D.O. Munshi province, the Senior Resident spoke of a boundary that existed 

between the two groups. He maintained:  

There was a boundary that existed between the Udam and 

the Tiv Kunav. One Awaga was arrested by the Udam in 

their side and the Munshis followed to rescue him, an 

action which was illegal.25  

             

 

This action by the Tiv heightened hostilities between the two groups, leading to claims and 

counter claims of the ownership of land from both groups. The Tiv spoke of their land, occupied 

by the Udam, from which the Udam paid rents for such occupations. The Udam also maintained 

they had land on which the Tiv paid rents.26  

               The conflicts also have economic dimensions centering on disputes over farmlands and 

drinking water. In Tivland, the quest for farmland which is used for subsistence agriculture has 

always brought the Tiv ethnic group into conflict with her neighbours. Since the Tiv practice 

shifting cultivation, the desire for new lands led to constant conflicts with the Udam. On the 

other hand, disputes arose over the ownership of drinking water from streams and wells. One of 

such conflicts which took place around 1950 started as a result of a fight involving two Tiv 

women and an Udam man and woman on a stream that was located at a boundary between the 

two groups. While the Tiv women fished in the water, the Udam couple objected to this because 

they used the stream as their drinking water.27 The subsequent fight led the Udam to inflict 

machete cuts on one of the Tiv women. This situation led to the mobilization of 600-armed Tiv 

men for war with the Udam doing same. Though a full-blown war was avoided, the situation 

nevertheless led to conflicts. At the end of which the two sides recorded the following loses: on 

the two sides about 40 people were killed, about 1,100 huts burnt and crops destroyed in 
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farms.28          

             There are also spiritual and mystical dimensions of the conflicts which make them 

extremely dangerous. The two sides always clash over spiritual superiority which may not be 

elaborately unveiled. It is said that the Tiv and Udam used to hunt for each other’s’ fresh heads 

(gbeltyough) to carry out burial ceremonies when prominent figures in their respective areas die 

and are to be buried. It is said that when an important personality, a Nomor in Tivland or an Oko 

in Udam area, dies he could not be buried alone, but had to be buried with a specified number of 

fresh heads; hence the hunt for heads which makes the conflicts continuous.29 During conflicts, 

the Tiv do not usually go to Obudu market to have a fill of their usual good palm wine of which 

the Udam are known to be the leading producers, while the Udam do not come to Tsar market. 

Sometimes peace meetings are held to resolve contending issues. 

               The above have always led to sporadic petty conflicts and shooting brawls between the 

two ethnic groups, some of which may not be on record here. We can however make reference to 

some of these towards the end of the  20th Century. A major conflict occurred in 1978. This was 

known as the Mbaamu-Udam wars. This was not as a result of disputes over farm land, or 

headhunt gbeltyough, but as a result of a dispute between a Tiv man and his Udam friends.30 In 

this war, the whole of Mbaamu was burnt down. After this conflict, there have been intermittent 

ones that are usually brief but these do not receive much publicity as earlier said. Other major 

conflicts occurred in 1982 and 1985. The 1982 one was centered on land dispute. Some Tiv 

people were attacked and killed in their farm by the Udam people and this trigged reprisal attacks 

from the Tiv. The 1985 conflict was more devastating. This was as a result of a dispute over the 

ownership of land at Tse Agela in Mbapwa and Tse Ute in Mbayan.31 The Udam were 

determined to declare war over what they claimed was theirs. Consequently, they sent a letter 
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through the then Clan Head of Mbaduku, the late Patrick Tortya, of their intention to declare war 

. Although the Clan Head took the letter to Vandeikya Local Government to report, he did not 

warn his people of the impending danger. The Tiv were consequently taken unawares. As a 

result, the Tiv had initial setbacks suffering heavy causalities. 

  Some  Salient Features of the Conflicts           

              An elder in Tivland maintains that during conflicts between the Udam and Mbaduku, 

the Mbaduku people usually suffer from material loses while the Udam usually suffer from 

human loses. According to him, the Tiv settlement pattern necessitates the Tiv to build villages 

on the borders very close to Udam. During conflicts they usually retreat where the Udam burn 

down the villages, destroy farmland and livestock.32 The Udam on the other hand, do not settle 

on the border areas. Obudu town, which is situated very close to the boundary, contains schools, 

hospitals, businesses, etc. The Tiv do not deem it fit to destroy these important structures in 

which they are also major beneficiaries.33  

              An important factor to be noted during these conflicts is the fact that the Tiv people 

resident in Udam areas like lecturers at the Federal College of Education Obudu, hospital nurses, 

businessmen and those married to Udam people are not harmed during conflicts. They remain 

safely where they are as the target is the Tiv in Mbaduku, Mbayongo and Ute. The Tiv on the 

other hand do not touch the Udam resident in Tsar. The 1985 conflicts were so devastating that 

the Udam people who were hitherto left alone in Tivland and vice versa were all driven out.     

             Another important aspect of the conflict is the use of ‘faceless’ militia groups who 

perpetuate violence. To approach Obudu from any part of Northern Nigeria, one needs to pass 

through Tsar. This is equally the case as those who come to Tsar from Cameroon, or the eastern 

part of Nigeria usually pass through Obudu. The danger is that since these conflicts are sporadic 
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and not given publicity, many have fallen victims to these local militia groups who search 

vehicles to bring out their unsuspecting victims and kill. This usually takes place on both sides of 

the conflicts. The Tiv wait for their unsuspecting victims at Vandeikya near Tsar while the Udam 

do so at Obudu. I as the author is used to these sporadic conflicts. While residing in Cameroon, I 

usually made enquiries from people to know whenever or not there was a conflict before passing 

through Obudu to Vandeikya during my occasional visits. This was to avoid falling prey to the 

Udam militia groups.  

        It should be noted that unlike the Tiv-Jukun conflicts that necessitates the intervention of 

the Federal and State Governments, the Tiv-Udam conflicts have never assumed large scale 

dimensions to necessitate such an intervention from the Federal Government. The Tiv-Udam 

though occasionally in conflicts, few of such conflicts necessitate the state government’s 

intervention. Most interventions had been at the local government’s level. In addition, not all of 

Udam or Tiv are involved in the conflicts, but rather just the Udam of Obudu and the Tiv of 

Mbaduku and Mbayongo.  

 Conclusion  

This paper has critically examined the view that the citing of their markets was the main cause of 

the unpredictable and persistent conflicts between the Tiv and Udam ethnic groups. The paper 

also observes that besides the market factor other key factors also play a crucial role in this 

conflict. The conflict also has colonial, spiritual and economic underpins The conflicts are 

however not politically motivated and are not based on the struggle for political relevance and 

sharing of political appointments.   
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